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What does this photo show?
This photo shows Hendrix pond which is located in San Diego.
It has a visibly dry area with lots of trees and small
shrubs. The trees look like they are adapted to harsh
conditions such as droughts. The roots of the trees are deep
into the soil in order to get water when there is things
like droughts.

What can you infer about the conditions from looking at them?
By just looking at the photos it can be infer that the forest
is a young because the trunks of its trees are relatively
small diameter to their trunks, and there is only a few amount
of trees that have a fairly thick trunks which indicates the
tree is fairly old. Which means that the majority of the trees
are fairly young and they had to adapt to a hot climate and
dry environment. The hot climate affects the trees, the heat
can affect the growing of trees and their productivity, which
can be a contributing factor to the young appearance of the
trees.

What does Gfw tell you about the forest?
GFW (Global forest Watch) help to show the trees around the
region of Hendrix pond and its community that surrounds it, GFW
not only helped by showing the trees areas around Hendrix pond,
but it also helped to see the amount of trees gained in the
last 12 year, which is not very much and it also helped by
showing the lost over time, which in California it is very
common that tree lost is due to wildfires or the trees are
being chop down oi in the region, but GFW is not specific in
which ways or by what cause trees are being lost.

What do other sources tell you about the forest?
The jade plants in the area have been severely dehydrated
due to the drought that california has had, as you can see
on the map in the next slide. The area is home to many
different species, ranging from moss to small foxes. In
Hendrix pond, there is a pond, of course, which has small
fish and other water based life. The impacts to the
environment that are huge, is the amount of urbanization in
the area.

After looking at all these sources, what conclusion can you
make about the forest?
The forest although being cared by is in a serious drought,
which is harming it, we found this out looking at the
interactive map on GFW website. Even though it has a pond,
it’s in a serious lack of water, we know it’s in a drought
because the park website claimed that it was and that many
of the plants there were dehydrated. . The drought is
hurting not only the plant life, but a few of the animals
that reside there. It hurts the animals because any of them
are primary consumers and since many of the plants are
dehydrated, they aren’t getting enough and that hurts
secondary and top consumers as well.
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